1st Little Paxton Brownies
Top Secret Challenge Pack
Edition 4 – Updated April 2017

Girlguiding 1st Little Paxton Brownies
Top Secret Challenge Badge
This badge has been created to help 1st Little Paxton Brownies to raise funds,
mainly to subsidise residential events.
Thank you for your interest in the challenge and we hope you have an interesting
and fun time completing this badge.
The challenge has been designed for use with all sections, so there should be
enough appropriate activities for each section. However, feel free to adapt any of
the activities to make them suitable for your unit.
This resource can be linked in with the following aspects of each section’s
programme:
Rainbows:
Programme areas: Look and Learn
Brownies:
Badges: Communicator, Crime Prevention, Out & About, Science Investigator
Programme areas: mainly “You”, some “Community”
Guides:
Badges: Active Response, Communicator, Science, Team Leader, Team Player
GFIs: Communicate, Experiment, Five Senses, Team Work, Top Job
Programme areas: Discovery of new experiences and challenges, Skills and
relationships
The Senior Section:
Programme areas: Community Action, Creativity, Leadership, Out of Doors
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Badge Order Form
Unit Name:
Leader Name:
Leader email address:
Address to send badges to:

Number of badges

at £1.00 each =

Postage (please see table below)
Total enclosed =
Postage:
£1.00 for up to 5 badges
£2.00 for 6-30 badges
£3.00 for 31-60 badges
For more than 60 badges please contact me for postal charges
Payment:
Please enclose payment with your order form.
Cheques should be made payable to:
1st Little Paxton Brownies
If you wish to pay by online banking, please contact me for details.
Please send your order form and payment to:
Jenni Stimpson, 27 Hollytrees, Bar Hill, Cambridge, CB23 8SF
For queries, please email: jenni.stimpson@ntlworld.com
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General Information
The challenge consists of 4 sections
Training & Skills
The Scene of the Crime
Mysteries & Puzzles
Just for Fun
To obtain the badge, a minimum of 10 challenges should be completed, with at
least two challenges coming from each section.

Other points to note
Please fill out the badge order form, or send all the information requested on it.
I will send out badges once a week.
I will send out badges after payment has cleared.
I will try to reply to queries as quickly as possible. However, I do have a family
and a very demanding job.
Please do not sell these badges on eBay or other selling sites.
I have written this resource myself, and have quoted other sources whenever and
wherever I have used them.
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Girlguiding Branding Approval
I have received full approval from Girlguiding as below:
From: Branding Matters [mailto:BrandingMatters@girlguiding.org.uk]
Sent: 09 March 2017 12:00
To: 'Jenni Stimpson'
Subject: RE: Challenge badge design for approval
Hello
Thank you for contacting us. I can confirm that your badge meets the branding guidelines as it contains the correct
trefoil, the name of the challenge, and the name of your unit
Good luck with your challenge.
Rebecca
Rebecca Marlow
Communications and PR Administrator
Girlguiding
17-19 Buckingham Palace Road
London
SW1W 0PT
Tel: 020 7834 6242 Ex 2154
www.girlguiding.org.uk
Girlguiding is the leading charity for girls and young women in the UK. We build girls’
confidence and raise their aspirations. We give them the chance to discover their full
potential and encourage them to be a powerful force for good. We give them a space
to have fun.
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Training & Skills
Becoming a detective or spy requires alertness, good observation skills, good
communication skills and athleticism. Here are some activities to help you
practise these skills.
Obstacle course
Test your fitness skills with an obstacle course.
Activity 1
Have a traditional sports day obstacle race with skipping, climbing through hoops,
bouncing a ball, crawling under a net etc. If you have a large unit, have heats,
semi-finals and a final!
Activity 2
Let your unit create their own obstacle course using whatever items you have in
your meeting place. Let the girls explore their obstacle course (once you’ve
checked what they have done is safe!)
Activity 3
Try out a trim trail in your local park. Ensure that all participants have parental
permission if this takes place at a different time or location from your normal
weekly meeting.
Activity 4
Have a go at a challenge course, high ropes course or low ropes course at an
activity centre. Check the Guiding Manual. Ensure that instructors have the
appropriate qualifications and that all participants have parental permission.
Tracking signs
Combine observational skills and fitness by taking part in a tracking and trailing
activity.
Activity 1
Use sticks and stones to lay a trail in a wooded area, or in another non-built up
area. Have one team lay the trail, and the other follow it. Swap over!
Activity 2
Use chalk to mark out a trail on a concrete/tarmac playground area or on local
footpaths. Have one team lay the trail, and the other follow it. Swap over!
Alternatively, have 2 different coloured chalks so two trails can be created at
once.
A guide to the most common tracking and trailing symbols can be found in the
resources section.
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Out of place objects
Test your observational skills – can you spot things that just aren’t right?
Activity 1
Place objects in plain sight somewhere they just shouldn’t be. Are the girls in your
unit able to spot them? Some examples could include: sticking a poster on the
ceiling, attach a birthday card to the noticeboard, use a bulldog clip to attach
something on a curtain, or add some drinking straws into a pot of pens. See how
many your unit are able to spot.
Activity 2
Do the same as above, but don’t tell anyone what you’ve done. How long will it
take for a member of your unit to report each item to you?
Phonetic Alphabet
Learn the phonetic alphabet to communicate the way the police do.
Activity 1
Girls should learn to say their name using the phonetic alphabet
Activity 2
Make a phone call from one group to another. (Six to six, patrol to patrol,
between 2 small groups etc.) Firstly spell a complicated (unknown) word by saying
the letters normally, then again by using the phonetic alphabet. Which was more
accurate? Try having the receiving phone on speaker phone so the whole group can
hear.
Activity 3
Play phonetic alphabet bingo. Ask the girls to write their choice of letters on their
grids. Call out various letters using the phonetic alphabet. See who gets one line,
two lines or a full house first.
Activity 4
Play phonetic alphabet bingo. Ask the girls to write their choice of letters on their
grids. Ask a girl to choose a letter from her grid and say the phonetic alphabet
word for that letter. If she gets it right, everyone with that letter can cross it off.
If she doesn’t know, ask someone else to choose a letter from their grid. Continue
asking the girls in turn until someone gets one line, two lines or a full house.
Activity 5
Have a go at a Phonetic Alphabet quiz.
Resources for learning the phonetic alphabet can be found in the resources
section.
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Who am I? / 20 questions
Discover if you can get the information you need out of potential witnesses.
Activity 1
Attach a post it note/sticker to each girl’s back with the name of a TV personality
/ sports star / actor or actress / singer etc. The girls then ask each other a
maximum of 20 questions which can only be answered yes or no until they find out
who they are, or they run out of questions.
Activity 2
One girl leaves the room. Everyone else in the room is told who the absent girl is
(TV personality / sports star / actor or actress / singer etc.). The girl re-enters
the room and asks a maximum of 20 questions which can only be answered yes or
no until they find out who they are, or they run out of questions.
Activity 3
Have a “who am I” quiz. A quiz master reads out 5 statements and each
team/patrol/six has to guess who is being described.
There are lists of people and sample quiz questions in the resources section.
Be a good witness
A good witness can remember almost everything they see or hear.
Activity 1
Pair up the girls in your unit. Have each pair sit opposite each other each other for
1 minute. Then ask them to turn back to back. Ask the girls to complete a sheet of
questions about the person they were looking at. There are some ideas in the
resources section, or feel free to make up your own questions.
Activity 2
Show a short clip from a film or TV programme and ask questions about what they
have just seen and/or heard. See who can remember the most details.
Activity 3
Ask one girl to describe another member of the unit with only a few sentences.
Get the rest of the group to work out who it is. For example: she has blonde hair,
she is in penguin patrol; she is older than me… Make sure that the girls are
comfortable doing this, and that descriptions such as bigger, skinnier etc. aren’t
used in case they offend.
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Shooting (targets)
Who has the best aim? Please read the Guiding Manual for rules and regulations
regarding shooting. Girlguiding does not allow any human, animal, or
human/animal shaped object to be shot at.
Activity 1
Set up a “shy” by arranging some objects on the edge of a table or bench
outdoors. (Plastic cups work well). Take turns to shoot them off using a water
pistol or an empty washing up liquid bottle filled with water.
Activity 2
Have fun perfecting your aim with a Velcro dartboard game.
Activity 3
Have a go at archery. Check the Guiding Manual. Ensure that instructors have the
appropriate qualifications and that all participants have parental permission.
Activity 4
Try target shooting. Check the Guiding Manual. Ensure that instructors have the
appropriate qualifications and that all participants have parental permission.
There is a separate permission form for shooting activities and participants must
be aged 10 or over.
Make your own detective kit
Being prepared is an important skill. Make sure you have all the items you require
at a crime scene/to succeed as a detective/spy by creating your own kit.
Activity
Create your own detective kit. For each kit, you will need box or bag to hold
everything. Here are some ideas for the contents:
Magnifying glass (for examining fingerprints)
Small water-based ink pad (or soft pencil) (for fingerprinting)
Sticky tape (for fingerprinting)
Small amount of cocoa powder (for fingerprinting)
Notepad & pen
Tweezers (for lifting evidence)
Gloves (to stop contamination of the crime scene)
Small food bags (for storing evidence)
Ruler (for measuring footprints)
Mirror (for looking under things or around corners)
Other items as desired!
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Real life detectives
Find out about the life of a detective from those who do it for real. Find out what
skills they have, how they question witnesses, and what they look for at a crime
scene. Older girls could be encouraged to come up with a series of their own
questions to ask.
Activity 1
Arrange a visit to your local police station. Ensure that all participants have
parental permission.
Activity 2
Ask a detective or other police officer to visit your unit meeting place.
What makes that sound?
Sharpen your listening skills.
Activity 1
Record a set of everyday sounds. Play them back and ask the girls to write down
what makes that noise. For example: a doorbell, a smoke alarm, a tap running, a
food processor etc.
Activity 2
Record a set of everyday sounds as above, but have large pictures around the
room of each item. Ask the girls to go to the picture that they think is responsible
for the sound.
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The Scene of the Crime
Preserving the crime scene and gathering as much evidence is vital for detectives.
Here are some activities to help you practise these skills.
Taking Fingerprints
Fingerprints are unique. Not even identical twins have identical fingerprints. Learn
how to take fingerprints and about the different types of fingerprint.
Activity 1
Get the girls to take their fingerprints using a dark coloured ink pad (make sure
it’s a water-based ink so it’ll wash off) and a fingerprint form. Dab each finger on
to the ink pad then roll each finger carefully in the correct box taking care not to
smudge them. Find out what sort of fingerprints are most common in your unit.
Activity 2
Take your fingerprints using a soft pencil and sticky tape. Rub the pencil onto a
piece of paper so there is a solid area of thick pencil. Use a 2B or 4B pencil to get
the best effect. Rub your finger onto the coloured area. Stick the sticky tape to
your finger then carefully stick it onto some plain paper. Cheap sticky tape works
best. Invisible tape does not work well. Find out what sort of fingerprints are most
common in your unit.
A fingerprint form and a sheet showing types of fingerprint can be found in the
resources section.
Lifting Fingerprints
Fingerprints are unique. Not even identical twins have identical fingerprints. Learn
how to lift fingerprints from a crime scene.
Activity
Ahead of time, ask your “culprit” to rub a small amount of oil onto their hands,
and then hold a glass. (Oily or greasy fingerprints will be clearer.) Get the girls to
hold the glass right at the very bottom so as not to smudge the fingerprints. Hold
it up to the light so they can see where the fingerprints are clearest. Spoon over a
small amount of cocoa powder or hot chocolate powder, making sure the print is
completely covered. Stick some sticky tape to the glass to the side of the print
then stretch the tape across the print onto the glass at the other side. Do not drag
the tape across the print. Carefully peel off the tape and stick to a piece of plain
paper. Have several suspects for the girls to take fingerprints from, using one of
the methods above. Ask them to compare the fingerprints and work out who the
culprit is.
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Footprints (shoeprints)
Footprints left by shoes at a crime scene can often help detectives catch a
criminal.
Activity 1
Find out what substances are best for making clear footprints in. Have trays/large
containers of sand, soil, flour etc. Ask the girls to bring in old shoes or buy some
cheap shoes in a second hand/charity store. What substance makes for the
clearest footprints? Investigate what you can tell about a person from their
footprint – do they walk more on their toes or their heels, do they walk more on
one side of their foot or another, do they a light or heavy step?
Activity 2
Footprints can be used to work out the rough height of the culprit. It is more
accurate with adults than with children, so you may need to have leaders willing
to volunteer for this! Make a footprint in a tray of sand (or other suitable
substance). Get the girls to measure the footprint in centimetres. Divide this
number by 15. (A calculator will be necessary for most girls.) This will give the
approximate height of the person in metres. Measure the height of your volunteer
to check how close you were.
There is a sheet showing the length in centimetres of each shoe size in the
resources section.
Invisible ink
Invisible ink can be used to communicate secretly. Have a go at creating invisible
ink messages.
Activity 1
One way to write a message in invisible ink is to use lemon juice. Dip a cocktail
stick or similar into the juice, and write on paper with it. The girls will be able to
see the wetness of the juice to begin with, but it will soon dry and become
invisible. To reveal the message, the paper needs to be heated carefully. The girls
can hold the paper against a hot radiator, or iron the paper. Take care with either
of these methods to prevent any burns.
Activity 2
Use a white crayon to write on white paper. Reveal the message by painting the
paper with watercolour paint. This method is much easier for younger girls.
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Ransom messages
A ransom message is used by criminals to ask for money in return for items they
have stolen. To disguise who has sent the message, ransom messages are
traditionally made up of letters cut out of newspapers and magazines.
Activity 1
Get the girls to create their own ransom message by cutting letters out of
newspapers and magazines.
Activity 2
Sometimes the use of newspapers or magazines in ransom messages can lead to a
detective identifying the criminal. Create several ransom messages using just one
newspaper or magazine for each. Give the girls the messages and the newspapers
and/or magazines used. Are the girls able to work out which message came from
which newspaper or magazine?
Hand writing analysis
Hand written evidence can be another way of identifying a criminal.
Activity 1
Ask all the girls to write the same short message on lined paper and then analyse
their own handwriting and that of their group/six/patrol.
Ask them to identify:
Size of writing – very small, small, medium, large, very large
Slant of writing – left, straight, right, varying
Closeness of writing – tight, average, spread out
Straightness of writing – downwards, straight, upwards, wobbly
Joined up or printed writing – all joined, mixture, not joined
Other – look at loops at the tops and bottoms of letters, look at the dots on “i”
and “j” and the crosses on “f” and “t”.
Activity 2
Have one member of the leadership team write a ransom message. Depending on
the age of the girls, you could ask them to disguise their writing to a greater or
lesser extent. Ask the girls to discover who wrote the message by getting samples
of each of the leaders’ writing.
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Chromatography
Chromatography can be used to analyse a pen used to write a message, which can
lead to a detective catching a criminal.
Activity
Gather a selection of non-permanent black felt tip pens of different makes. Use
one of them to write a ransom message on normal plain paper. The task for the
girls is to work out which of the pens was used to write the message. Black ink is
made up of many different colours and each pen will have a different make up of
these colours.
Cut coffee filter paper into strips of approx. 2 cm wide and 8cm long. On each
strip put a large dot of ink about 1 cm up from the bottom of the strip and label
the top of the strip with the name of the pen. Dip the very bottom (approx. 2mm)
of the strip into the water and wait whilst the water travels up the strip. Do not
dip the dot directly into the water. As the water travels up the paper, the ink will
separate out into its different constituent colours.
Once all the pens have been tried out, cut a strip of a similar size from the ransom
note. It needs to have a few millimetres at the bottom without any ink, and then
a centimetre or so with plenty of ink. Dip the very bottom (approx. 2mm) of the
strip into the water and wait whilst the water travels up the strip. Do not dip the
writing directly into the water. As the water travels up the paper, the ink will
separate out into its different constituent colours.
Compare the message ink chromatography with the samples to find which pen
wrote the message.
It is recommended that the pens used for this activity are tried out in advance to
make sure they all work well and that there are a variety of ink compositions.
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Mysteries & Puzzles
Detectives have to be good at solving mysteries and puzzles. Here are some
activities with a variety of mysteries and puzzles.
Morse code / Semaphore
Learn Morse code or Semaphore so you can communicate secretly.
Activity 1
Learn Morse code and practice sending and receiving messages using either
something that bleeps or a torch that flashes.
Activity 2
Learn Semaphore and practice sending and receiving messages using flags.
Both Morse code and Semaphore can be found in the resources section.
Codes & Ciphers
Codes and ciphers can be used to encrypt messages so that only the intended
recipient can read them. Detectives often intercept messages being sent between
criminals and then have to solve them.
Activity 1
Make an alpha-alpha (or an alpha-numeric) substitution cipher wheel. Use the
wheel to write messages and get others to solve them.
Activity 2
Write and solve messages using the pigpen cipher.
There are several pages on codes and ciphers in the resources section.
Treasure Hunt
Treasure hunts are a great way to practise finding and solving clues.
Activity 1
Create a treasure hunt for your girls to take part in. This could be at your meeting
place or in a local park. Ensure that all participants have parental permission if
this takes place at a different time or location from your normal weekly meeting.
Activity 2
Ask the girls to create a treasure hunt for their peers or for a younger section.
Activity 3
Take part in an organised treasure hunt or town trail, such as:
http://www.treasuretrails.co.uk/ Ensure that all participants have parental
permission if this takes place at a different time or location from your normal
weekly meeting.
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Geocaching
Try out Geocaching - a treasure hunt using GPS (global positioning satellites).
Please visit www.geocaching.com for information on this activity before
undertaking it with your unit.
Activity 1
Find some geocaches in your local area. You will need a GPSr or a mobile phone
with a Geocaching app, such as C:Geo which is free to download. Create a free
account at www.geocaching.com to log a record of the geocaches you find. Ensure
that all participants have parental permission if this takes place at a different
time or location from your normal weekly meeting.
Activity 2
Visit a National Trust property or an activity centre which runs Geocaching
activities to try it out. Ensure that all participants have parental permission if this
takes place at a different time or location from your normal weekly meeting.
Murder (or non-Murder) Mystery
Have a go at staging or solving a Murder Mystery (or a mystery that doesn’t involve
murder).
Activity 1
Get the girls to put on a murder mystery play for parents and guests or a younger
section. Have a prize for whoever solves the mystery first.
Activity 2
Organise a visit to a murder mystery play where the girls get to interview the
suspects, or invite a murder mystery company to put on a play at your meeting
place. Ensure that all participants have parental permission if this takes place at a
different time or location from your normal weekly meeting.
Activity 3
Take part in a murder mystery themed wide game.
There are several ideas and useful links in the resources section.
Puzzles
Test out a variety of puzzle solving skills.
Activity 1
Challenge the girls to create their own detective themed word search, crossword
or other puzzle.
Activity 2
Solve a detective related puzzle. There are some puzzles (and the answers) in the
resources section and many, many more on the internet.
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Spot the difference
Test observational skills with a puzzle.
Activity 1
Have a go at a spot the difference puzzle. You can find many printable ones on
the internet.
Activity 2
Have all the girls have a good look at your meeting place. Ask the girls to leave
the room. Move 5 objects to a different location. See who can spot what has
moved.
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Just for Fun
This section contains fun games and activities with a detective or spy theme.
Wink murder (and variations)
A favourite game with some different variations
Activity 1
Get the girls to sit in a circle. A detective is chosen and is sent away from the
group (standing with her back to the group, or into the next room depending on
the venue). A murderer is chosen from the remaining girls. The detective is asked
to return and stands in the middle of the circle. The murderer kills off other girls
by winking at them but must try to conceal their identity. When a victim has been
winked at they must die a “dramatic death”. The detective must try and identify
the murderer within 3 guesses.
Activity 2
Play the game as above, but instead of winking, which can be difficult for younger
girls, have the murderer stick out her tongue at someone to claim a victim.
Activity 3
A detective is chosen and is sent away from the group (standing with her back to
the group, or into the next room depending on the venue). A murderer is chosen
from the remaining girls. The detective is asked to return and stands in the middle
of the room. The rest of the girls walk around in different directions. The
murderer kills off other girls by touching them as she passes. When a victim has
been touched, they must count to 5 in their heads (allowing the murderer time to
leave the scene) and then die a “dramatic death”. The detective must try and
identify the murderer within 3 guesses.
Hedgehogs
A game enjoyed by younger girls
Activity
All the girls pretend to be hedgehogs walking around. When the leader calls “car’s
coming”, all the girls must curl up in a tight ball on the floor. A blanket or similar
is used to cover up one girl. The leader then calls “car’s gone”. All the girls who
have not been covered up have to guess the identity of the hedgehog under the
blanket.
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The key game
A game with two varieties testing listening skills
Activity 1
Get the girls to sit in a circle. One girl (the detective) is chosen to sit in the
centre with a bunch of keys placed in front of her. She is then blindfolded. One
girl from the circle (the thief) is chosen silently. She then stands up and proceeds
to try to walk all the way around the outside of the circle as quietly as possible,
back through her place then into the centre of the circle and pick up the keys.
Whilst the thief is walking, the detective can have a set number of attempts (I
would suggest 5 or 10) to point directly at the thief. If the thief is pointed at
directly, she is caught and must return immediately to her place in the circle, and
another girl is chosen to be the thief. If the thief gets all the way to the centre
and steals the keys, she takes the place of the detective, and the game begins
again.
Activity 2
Get the girls to sit in a circle. One girl (the detective) is chosen to sit in the
centre with a bunch of keys placed in front of her. She is then blindfolded. One
girl from the circle (the thief) is chosen silently. The thief walks to the centre of
the circle as quietly as possible, picks up the keys and returns to her place. She
then jingles the keys very loudly, before placing them behind her back. All the
girls in the circle place their hands behind their backs. The detective then has her
blindfold removed, and has 3 guesses to identify the thief based on where she
thinks the sound came from. If the detective guesses correctly, she chooses the
next detective. If she guesses incorrectly, the thief becomes the next detective.
Detective race
A listening and running team game
Activity
Split the girls into 2 groups, with the same number in each group. Each group sits
in a circle on chairs facing outwards. Read a short story with a detective or spy
related theme (there is an example in the resources section). Identify words that
occur regularly in the story and allocate a word for every 2 girls (one on each
team). When that word is read out as part of the story, the girls who are that
word have to get up, run around their circle clockwise and sit back down in their
seat. The first girl to sit down wins a point for her team. The team with the most
points at the end are the winners.
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Guess Who (as a pack!)
A life-sized twist on a fun board game
Activity
Two girls are chosen to come to the front of the hall. One girl is the detective and
one is the witness. The rest of the unit are the suspects. They come to the front
of the hall and face all the suspects. The witness is given the name of one of the
suspects (by whispering, on a piece of paper etc.) The detective then asks the
witness a question that can only be answered yes or no. The witness will answer
yes or no as appropriate. All the suspects that are ruled out can then sit down. For
example, does the suspect have blonde hair? If the witness then says yes, all the
girls without blonde hair can sit down. This continues until only one girl is left
standing – this should be the girl identified originally. Start the game over again
with 2 different girls being chosen.
This can be played just for fun, or it can be a competition to see who can identify
the correct suspect with the least questions.
Hide and seek
Play the traditional children’s game
Activity
One girl becomes the seeker and has to close her eyes and count to 100 (or fewer
depending on the venue where you are playing). All the other girls hide. The
seeker then opens her eyes and has to find the girls that have hidden. The last one
to be found becomes the seeker for the next game.
Sardines
Play the traditional children’s game
Activity
One girl becomes the hider, and the rest are seekers. The seekers all close their
eyes and count to 100 (or fewer depending on the venue where you are playing).
The hider finds a location to hide in. The seekers then have to find the girl that
has hidden. When they find her, they hide with her, until all the girls are in the
same hiding place. A new hider is chosen and the game starts over again.
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Famous people in disguise
Can girls guess well known celebrities/children’s characters that are in disguise?
Activity
Create your own sheet of pictures of celebrities or children’s characters that are
in disguise and ask the girls to work in pairs or small groups to identify who they
are.
Close up photos
Are everyday objects easy to identify up close?
Activity
Create your own sheet of photos of everyday objects that have been taken close
up and the girls to work in pairs or small groups to identify who they are.
Alternatively, use the sheet in the resources section.
Kim’s Game
Test memory by playing the traditional Kim’s Game.
Arrange 10 or 20 objects on a tray or other flat surface. Allow the girls to look at
them for a couple of minutes. Cover the tray with a towel or sheet. Make it more
linked to the Top Secret theme by using objects such as a piece of paper with a
code on it, a magnifying glass, a finger print, etc.
Activity 1
Ask the girls to write down every object that was on the tray. See who can
remember the most things.
Activity 2
Remove 1 or 2 items from the tray. See who can work out what is missing the
quickest
Activity 3
Ask questions about the objects on the tray. For example, how much money was
on the tray? or, what colour was the felt tip pen?
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Tracking Symbols
These signs can be laid out in sticks, stones or other natural materials, or could be
drawn in chalk. There are other symbols and variations, but these are the most
commonly used signs:

This way

Not this way

Turn right

Turn left

Message this way

Gone home
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Who Am I? / Twenty Questions (1)
Here are 25 ideas for famous people for this challenge – of course there are many,
many more!
Jessica Ennis-Hill
Wayne Rooney
Lewis Hamilton
Tanni Grey-Thompson
Ant and/or Dec
Lady Gaga
1Direction (as a group or individual members)
Taylor Swift
Ed Sheeran
Rita Ora
Katy Perry
The Queen
Kate, Duchess of Cambridge
David Cameron
Florence Nightingale
Roald Dahl
William Shakespeare
Minnie Mouse
Cinderella
Matilda
Harry Potter
Katie Morag
Doctor Who
Shaun the Sheep
Spongebob Squarepants
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Who Am I? / Twenty Questions (2)
Here are 5 ideas for this challenge – of course there are many, many more!
1
She is a singer
2
She is from Essex
3
She has been on The Voice
4
She famously shaved her head for charity
5
Her songs include Bang Bang and Price Tag
(Jessie J)
1
He is British
2
He has a brother called Harry
3
He has 2 children called George and Charlotte
4
His wife is called Kate
5
He will become King in the future
(Prince William, Duke of Cambridge)
1
She is a teenage girl
2
You can read about her or see her in a film
3
She attends a magical school
4
She was created by J K Rowling
5
Her best friends are Harry and Ron
(Hermione Granger)
1
He was born in Scotland
2
He is a famous sportsman
3
He has won an Olympic Gold Medal
4
He plays tennis
5
He has won Wimbledon
(Andy Murray)
1
She is a film character
2
She has a magical adventure
3
She gets bigger and smaller when she eats and drinks
4
She was written about by C S Lewis
5
She meets the Mad Hatter and the Cheshire Cat
(Alice in Wonderland)
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Be a Good Witness
Here are some questions that could be used for this activity:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

What colour is her hair?
What length is her hair?
What style is her hair? (e.g. ponytail, bunches…)
Does she have a fringe?
Is she wearing earrings?
Is she wearing a watch?
Is she wearing any other jewellery?
Is she wearing her promise badge?
Is she wearing trousers, shorts or a skirt?
What colour trousers/shorts/skirt is she wearing?
What top is she wearing? (e.g. t-shirt, hoodie etc)
What type of shoes is she wearing?
What colour are her shoes?
What colour are her eyes?
Does she have freckles?
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Phonetic Alphabet
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Alpha
Bravo
Charlie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India
Juliet
Kilo
Lima
Mike

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Phonetic Alphabet Bingo Grid
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November
Oscar
Papa
Quebec
Romeo
Sierra
Tango
Uniform
Victor
Whiskey
X-ray
Yankee
Zulu

Phonetic Alphabet
Phonetic Alphabet Quiz
1
Which letter is represented by a country?
2
Which letter is represented by a sport?
3
Which letter is represented by something you wear to school?
4
Which letter is represented by something you might have done in hospital?
5
Which letter is represented by a month of the year?
6
Which letter is represented by another name for father?
7
Which letter is represented by a place you might stay on holiday?
8
Which letters are represented by characters from a Shakespeare play?
9
Which letters are represented by cities?
10 Which letters are represented by boy’s names?
Answers:
1
I (India)
2
G (Golf)
3
U (Uniform)
4
X (X-ray)
5
N (November)
6
P (Papa)
7
H (Hotel)
8
JR (Romeo, Juliet)
9
LQ (Lima, Quebec)
10 CMORV (Charlie, Mike, Oscar, Romeo, Victor)
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Taking Fingerprints
Fingerprint form
DATE & TIME:

OFFICER COMPLETING FORM:

SURNAME:

FIRST NAMES:

DATE OF BIRTH:

ADDRESS:
DD

MM

YYYY

REASON FOR TAKING FINGERPRINTS:

1. R THUMB

2. R INDEX

3. R MIDDLE

4. R RING

5. R LITTLE

6. L THUMB

7. L INDEX

8. L MIDDLE

9. L RING

10. L LITTLE

LEFT 4 FINGERS TAKEN SIMILTANEOUSLY

L THUMB

R THUMB
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RIGHT 4 FINGERS TAKEN SIMILTANEOUSLY

Taking Fingerprints
Fingerprint types

Plain Arch

Tented Arch

Left Slant Loop

Right Slant Loop

Plain Whorl

Double Loop Whorl

Central Pocket
Whorl

Accidental Whorl
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Shoe Sizes
UK Ladies Shoe Sizes
UK
Europe
CM

3
35.5
23.1

4
37
23.8

5
38
24.5

6
39
25.1
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7
41
25.7

8
43
26.7

Morse Code
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Semaphore

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

SPACE
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Codes & Ciphers
Here is an alpha-alpha substitution cipher wheel. Cut around the outside of each
wheel then join the two wheels together with a paper fastener.
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Here is the most common alpha-numeric substitution cipher.
A
1

B
2

C
3

D
4

E
5

F
6

G
7

H
8

I
9

J
10

K
11

L
12

M
13

N
14

O
15

P
16

Q
17

R
18

S
19

T
20

U
21

V
22

W
23

X
24

Y
25

Z
26

This is the pig-pen cipher, a commonly used cipher and a favourite amongst
children.
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Murder Mystery
Here are some website links that might help you with running a murder mystery
evening or wide game.
Cluedo themed wide games
https://www.onlinescoutmanager.co.uk/programme.php?action=view&id=11105
https://www.onlinescoutmanager.co.uk/programme.php?action=view&id=6047
A fantastic child-friendly Murder Mystery party resource
http://trevor-hopkins.org.uk/mystery/#source-materials
A spy themed Guiding wide game
https://guideydiary.wordpress.com/2014/01/26/super-spies-save-the-guidinglight-wide-game/
A Brownie unit’s detective themed holiday
http://brownie-thoughts.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/detective-pack-holidayactivities.html
An online shop with some free murder mystery downloads
http://www.red-herring-games.com/
I wrote a full set of resources for our Brownie holiday in 2011 which had “It’s a
Mystery?” as its theme. These can be found at the very end of this pack on page
48 onwards. I have a further version that was written for our holiday in 2016.
Please contact me if you’d like editable version of any of the resources to use for
your event.
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Puzzles - Wordsearch

CHALLENGE
DETECTIVE
EVIDENCE
POLICE
REVEAL
SPY
TRUTH

J

S

L

V

U

T

D

N

P

Y

K

S

B

T

P

L

L

Z

Z

Y

O

D

E

T

R

S

F

E

C

P

D R

Z

X

E

R

P

F

T

E

I

R

V

O L

T

S

E

B

T

W E

W N

E

C

N

K

D

F

C

K

C

T

A

V

E

I

I

W G F

P

L

L

G

S

L

G T

V

E

C

Z

T

E

E

I

L

S

D

U

T

D

S

V

I

W O P

I

Y

B

W I

R

I

O T

T

S

O S

J

T

M X

P

V

D

U S

P

J

S

T

C

H

A

L

L

N

G E

S

I

N

P

E

O

E

S

I

U G S

I

D

N

V

C

Y

S

V

P

U Z

Z

L

E

G

Y

F

C

A

J

R

E

N

L

A

E

V

E

R

Z

G N

E

I

W R

I

I

T

R

U

T

H N

F

T

D

I

B

G R

G X

Z

B

P

X

Y

U D

R

D G

G L

M S

Z

N K

L

N

O K

Y

E

CODE
DISCOVER
INVESTIGATE
PRINTS
SKILLS
SUSPECT
WITNESS

F

E

K

CRIME
DISGUISE
MYSTERY
PUZZLE
SOLVE
TOPSECRET
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Puzzles - Wordsearch
Answer:
J

S

L

V

U

T

D

N

P

Y

K

S

B

T

P

L

L

Z

Z

Y

O

D

E

T

R

S

F

E

C

P

D R

Z

X

E

R

P

F

T

E

I

R

V

O L

T

S

E

B

T

W E

W N

E

C

N

K

D

F

C

K

C

T

A

V

E

I

I

W G F

P

L

L

G

S

L

G T

V

E

C

Z

T

E

E

I

L

S

D

U

T

D

S

V

I

W O P

I

Y

B

W I

R

I

O T

T

S

O S

J

T

M X

P

V

D

U S

P

J

S

T

C

H

A

L

L

N

G E

S

I

N

P

E

O

E

S

I

U G S

I

D

N

V

C

Y

S

V

P

U Z

Z

L

E

G

Y

F

C

A

J

R

E

N

L

A

E

V

E

R

Z

G N

E

I

W R

I

I

T

R

U

T

H N

F

T

D

I

B

G R

G X

Z

B

P

X

Y

U D

R

D G

G L

M S

Z

N K

L

N

O K

Y

E
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F

E
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Puzzles – Logic Puzzle

Walk

Bicycle

Lorry

Car

Let Criminal Go

No Evidence

Lost Notes

Forgot Kit

Fingerprints

Code Breaking

Undercover Work

Finding Witnesses
Spies r Us
We r Detectives
Mystery Masters
Secret Solvers
Car
Lorry
Bicycle
Walk
Forgot Kit
Lost Notes
No Evidence
Let Criminal Go

Five teams of detectives each had a different top skill, visited the crime scene by
a different method of transport and made a bad mistake in their crime solving.
Use the clues below to find out who did what.
1. Undercover work is Mystery Masters best skill. They travel by car but didn’t let
the criminal go
2. Spies r Us can’t ride a bicycle, so couldn’t get to the crime scene by cycling.
3. The team that are best at undercover work were the ones who took no
evidence from the crime scene.
4. Secret Solvers are the team that lost their notes.
5. Spies r Us excel at Fingerprinting, but don’t have a lorry.
6. The team that are best at Code Breaking are the ones who let the criminal go.
7. The team who forgot their kit always walk to the scene of the crime
8. The team that drove a lorry were the team that lost their notes
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Puzzles – Logic Puzzle
Answer:

Finding Witnesses

Undercover Work

Code Breaking

Fingerprints

Forgot Kit

Lost Notes

No Evidence

Let Criminal Go

Car

Lorry

Bicycle

Walk

Spies r Us
We r Detectives
Mystery Masters
Secret Solvers

X
X
X
O

X
X
O
X

X
O
X
X

O
X
X
X

O
X
X
X

X
X
X
O

X
X
O
X

X
O
X
X

X
X
O
X

X
X
X
O

X
O
X
X

O
X
X
X

Car
Lorry
Bicycle
Walk

X
O
X
X

O
X
X
X

X
X
O
X

X
X
X
O

X
X
X
O

X
O
X
X

O
X
X
X

X
X
O
X

Forgot Kit
Lost Notes
No Evidence
Let Criminal Go

X
O
X
X

X
X
O
X

X
X
X
O

O
X
X
X
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Detective Race
Here is an example of a story you could use for this game.
It is “The Mystery of the Missing Keys” by Margo Fallis and was sourced from
http://www.electricscotland.com/kids/stories/missing_keys.htm
Mungo had to use his imagination each week to come up with stories for the
bairns. He liked to do different types of things and make learning a fun experience
for them. The bairns loved Mungo and he loved them too. "Where did I put my
keys?" he said to Ginger, his cat. "I’m always losing things, aren’t I, girl?"
DING DONG! "Hello, Mr. McGee," Gregor said, opening the door before Mungo could
get to it. "Can I come in?"
"Certainly, come in lad. Help yourself to the sandwiches while I look for my keys,"
Mungo said.
"Can I help you?" Gregor asked.
DING DONG! "Get the door, would you, lad. Let the others in."
Gregor opened the door. Wee Fiona, Gavin, Morag, Andy and wee Hamish were all
there. "Mr. McGee’s lost his keys," Gregor said.
"We’ll help you find them," wee Fiona offered.
The bairns lifted up the cushions to the couches. There were no keys there. They
looked under the chairs. There were no keys there either. "Bairns, let’s not worry
about them right now then. We’ll find them later on," Mungo told them. "Come
on, eat something and then we’ll begin the story."
The bairns gobbled down the sandwiches and were ready for the night’s story.
"Now, where has my book gone?" Mungo asked. He stood up and searched for his
book. "Everything’s turning up missing tonight. I don’t understand it. First it was
my watch and then my keys and now the book. What we need is a detective!"
"A detective?" wee Hamish asked. "What’s that?"
"It’s someone who solves clues and puzzles," said Morag.
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"My mum does puzzles," said wee Fiona. "She does the crossword in the newspaper
every night."
"Not that kind of puzzle," said Gavin, laughing at his younger sister. "Mr. McGee
means its someone who finds lost things or missing people."
"I lost my homework once," Andy said.
"Do you bairns know who was the greatest detective of all time?" Mungo asked.
"No," said wee Hamish.
"It was Sherlock Holmes, but he wasn’t real. A man named Arthur Conan Doyle
created Sherlock Holmes. He was born in Edinburgh. He loved mysteries and had a
vivid imagination," Mungo explained.
"What did Sherlock Holmes do?" asked Andy.
"He solved murders and many other things," Mungo answered. "The man that
caused Sherlock Holmes the most aggravation was called Moriarty. He was a
villain."
"What’s a villain?" asked wee Fiona.
"He was a bad man. Mr. Holmes had many adventures and Arthur Conan Doyle
created them all," Mungo said.
"Tell us one of his stories? What were they called?" Gavin asked, curiously.
"One of his most famous stories was called ‘The Hound of Baskervilles’. Did you
know Mr. Doyle believed in fairies?" Mungo asked.
"Fairies?" asked Gregor. "You mean the kind with wings that fly around, like
Tinkerbell from Peter Pan?"
"Yes, he believed in ‘little people’. I think it helped him with his imagination.
Now, why don’t we become detectives for the night and find my watch, my keys
and the book, so I can read you a story. Let’s look at the clues. First of all, where
did I put my watch? When was the last time I saw it?"
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"Where were you then, Mr. McGee?" asked Gregor.
"I was in the kitchen. I was ready to wash the dishes and took off my watch. When
I finished washing them, I turned around and my watch was gone. That’s a good
place to start." They went into the kitchen and searched everywhere. There was
no sign of Mungo’s keys. "This is very unusual. I wonder where it went?"
"What about your keys?" asked Morag. "Where did you last see them?"
"When I came home from the market, I put them on the wee table near the front
door. After I unloaded the groceries and went back into the living room, the keys
were gone. Very unusual!" Mungo said.
"What about your book?" asked Andy.
"I set the book down on the table next to my reading chair. I remember doing
that. When I went to read to you bairns, it wasn’t there. My, this is strange
indeed."
"Let’s all look in different places and find Mr. McGee’s things," Gavin suggested.
The bairns each took a room and started looking for the three missing items.
Suddenly Gregor started laughing. "I found them," he giggled. The others ran into
the bedroom. "Ginger has them in her basket."
Ginger meowed. "Ginger? Girl? You took my watch, my keys and the book?" He
reached into the basket and picked them up. "How on earth did you drag the book
in here?" He petted his cat.
"That’s funny, Mr. McGee. A catnapper," laughed Morag.
The other bairns laughed too. "All right now. We’ve found the book. Let’s go and
read that story," Mungo suggested. They spent the next half hour listening to one
of their favourite tales.
DING DONG! "It’s our mums and dads," wee Hamish said. He ran over and opened
the door. He was very anxious to tell his mum and dad about the mystery of the
missing keys, watch and book and how it was the cat who had stolen them.
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"Good night," Mungo said as the last one walked down the path. He sat down in his
chair with Ginger on his lap. "We’ll have no more of that thievery," he said,
petting her softly. "I’m no Sherlock Holmes," he laughed. Ginger meowed and then
purred. Mungo laughed again and lay back and shut his eyes. The bairns would
remember this night for a long time. So would he.
---------Ideas for the words for the girls to run on:
Mungo
Ginger
Mr McGee
Gregor
Andy
Gavin
Morag
Hamish
Fiona
Keys
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Close Up Photos
Can you identify these everyday objects?

Close Up Photos
Can you identify these everyday objects? Answers

Ball point pen

Strawberry

Cheese grater

Toothbrush

Teabag

Leaf

Pencil Sharpener

Bicycle Wheel
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Other resources
Here are a few other websites that I came across that might be of use:
Children’s spy website
http://www.topspysecrets.com/
Mystery Riddles
http://gpuzzles.com/quiz/mystery-riddles-with-answers/
CSI resources for children
http://www.2learn.ca/kids/listSciG6.aspx?Type=59
Detective ideas for children on Pinterest
https://www.pinterest.com/search/pins/?q=detective+kids&term_meta[]=kids|ty
ped
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It’s a Mystery?
The rest of this booklet contains the majority of the resources used for an entire
Brownie holiday for 3 sixes. It could easily be adapted as a wide game or for
another event. You will probably wish to edit the dates, places and possibly the
names of the characters.
FRIDAY NIGHT
SCENE SETTING:
When Captain Horatio Smith died of old age aged 85, his last will and testament
surprised his family and friends. Rather than leaving his worldly goods to one of
his relatives, he instead left a treasure map. His aim was that the most intelligent
of his friends would inherit his priceless treasures. However, he reminded those
searching for his treasure that he had had many enemies during his life including
most of his family, so they must take care to ensure that they were secretive in
their hunting so that the treasures did not fall in to the hands of his enemies.
Your first job is to locate the treasure using the clues.
Activity
Treasure hunt around building
Items needed:
Clues 10 per six
Envelopes 10 of 3 colours
Empty treasure chests x 3
Treasure chest located is empty and contains a note saying...
HORATIO THOUGHT HE WAS SO CLEVER HIDING THE TREASURE. I DESERVE THE
GEMS AS MUCH AS YOU DO. GOOD LUCK IN GETTING YOUR TREASURE BACK.
YOU’LL NEED WORK OUT WHO I AM FIRST. (SIGNED WITH A LIPSTICK KISS)
GIVE OUT:
Detective packs to each six containing:
Detective’s notes detailing suspects and other clues
Magnifying glass
Small mirror
Notebook
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OVERNIGHT FRIDAY TO SATURDAY
TO DO: Deliver FOOTPRINT under the bedroom door of each six.
TO DO: Put BIRTH CERTIFICATE on notice board in main hall.

SATURDAY
During Breakfast
TO DO: Slip copy of NEWSPAPER ARTICLE under a pillow in each six bedroom
(should be found during inspection).
Round Robin Activities
Activity One – Geocaching
Using GPS Brownies should find 3 boxes located within the village. (These need to
be set in advance)
Box one contains – SHOE SIZE CHART
Box two contains – CODED SHOE MESSAGE
Box three contains – SHOE SIZE LIST FOR SUSPECTS
(Rules out Sylvie Smith, Emerald Greenwood & Opal Greenwood)
Activity Two – Becoming a Spy...
Spy related activities – memory, ID badge and Sardines- see separate pack
Open the safe game (memory) will reveal a message – IT WASN’T “SLEEP ON JAR”
(unscramble) (Rules out Pearl Jones)
Activity Three – Detective Work
Detective related activities – fingerprints and codes – see separate pack
Invisible ink message will reveal – THE OLDEST PERSON IS INNOCENT
(Rules out Goldie Graham)
Before Dinner
TO DO: Give each six a copy of RUBY SCARLETT’S DIARY
Put the DANCE SHOW POSTER on the notice board (Rules out Diamonte Drew)
Evening
Give each six a copy of RUBY SCARLETT’S DIARY (PART 2)
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OVERNIGHT
TO DO: Deliver JAMES SCARLETT’S ID CARD (in £10 note) under the bedroom
door of each six.
Brownies are left with two suspects to decide between:
Sapphira Smith
And
Ruby Scarlett
The extracts from Ruby’s Diary and the fact that her father’s ID card were found
at the scene of the crime, should lead the Brownies to accuse Ruby as she wanted
some of what she feels was rightfully hers, and wanted to get back at Captain
Smith for making her parents give her up as a baby.
ACCUSATIONS
Brownies to decide who they think is guilty and to record this in their detective
notes.
RUBY SCARLETT’S CONFESSION
Ok, it was me. I took the gems. I felt I was entitled to them. I was his
granddaughter after all. He knew about me, but still claimed he had no
grandchildren. He made my Mum and Dad give me up for adoption – that’s not
fair.
You may have guessed that I couldn’t have stolen the gems without help. When I
found my father he was willing to help me – and who better to help on a detective
mission than a Private Investigator. I knew I had inherited my puzzle solving skills
from somewhere. In the end we both made mistakes when stealing those gems – I
left a footprint in the mud and my father dropped some money from his pocket,
any other money and we might have got away with it, but the money with his ID
card in was always likely to have us caught.
Well I guess I have to say well done as in the end your detecting was better than
mine – you can have them gems back – maybe you do deserve them more than me.
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Treasure Hunt Clues:
Ask Maria for a clue

Open a drawer in a table in the main room

This board shows you lots of different knots

Where you’ve left your shoes

Where to look if you want to know what’s for dinner

Look behind the curtains on the landing

There are lots of books on this shelf

Look in a sink that is not in the kitchen, it’s not in a bathroom either

Connect 4 for the next clue

Where you will sleep tonight
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Horatio thought he was so clever hiding the treasure. I
deserve the gems as much as you do. Good luck in getting
your treasure back. You’ll need work out who I am first.

Horatio thought he was so clever hiding the treasure. I
deserve the gems as much as you do. Good luck in getting
your treasure back. You’ll need work out who I am first.

Horatio thought he was so clever hiding the treasure. I
deserve the gems as much as you do. Good luck in getting
your treasure back. You’ll need work out who I am first.
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Footprint found at the scene of the missing treasure
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Footprint found at the scene of the missing treasure
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Footprint found at the scene of the missing treasure
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0/15,4,17,18,14,13/22,8,19,7/18,12,0,11,11/5,4,4,19/2,0,13/
22,4,0,17/1,8,6,6,4,17/18,7,14,4,18/22,8,19,7,14,20,19/19,14,14/
12,0,13,24/15,17,14,1,11,4,12,18.
0/15,4,17,18,14,13/22,8,19,7/1,8,6/5,4,4,19/2,0,13,13,14,19/
18,16,20,4,4,25,4/19,7,4,12/8,13,19,14/18,12,0,11,11,4,17/
18,7,14,4,18.

0/15,4,17,18,14,13/22,8,19,7/18,12,0,11,11/5,4,4,19/2,0,13/
22,4,0,17/1,8,6,6,4,17/18,7,14,4,18/22,8,19,7,14,20,19/19,14,14/
12,0,13,24/15,17,14,1,11,4,12,18.
0/15,4,17,18,14,13/22,8,19,7/1,8,6/5,4,4,19/2,0,13,13,14,19/
18,16,20,4,4,25,4/19,7,4,12/8,13,19,14/18,12,0,11,11,4,17/
18,7,14,4,18.
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0/15,4,17,18,14,13/22,8,19,7/18,12,0,11,11/5,4,4,19/2,0,13/
22,4,0,17/1,8,6,6,4,17/18,7,14,4,18/22,8,19,7,14,20,19/19,14,14/
12,0,13,24/15,17,14,1,11,4,12,18.
0/15,4,17,18,14,13/22,8,19,7/1,8,6/5,4,4,19/2,0,13,13,14,19/
18,16,20,4,4,25,4/19,7,4,12/8,13,19,14/18,12,0,11,11,4,17/
18,7,14,4,18.
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Extracts from Ruby Scarlett’s Diary
10th March 2011 - Only two weeks until I’m 18 and I can find out who I really am. I
do love my foster parents and they look after me really well, but I need to find
out who my real parents are, and why they abandoned me.
24th March 2011 - Yippee—18 today—party time!!!
31st March 2011 - I’ve been to the register office and found my birth in the entries
there. I’ve filled out the form to apply for my birth certificate. I’ve just got to
wait for it to arrive in the post now.
14th April 2011 - My birth certificate arrived today. My mother and father weren’t
married when I was born—I wonder if that was why they didn’t want me. I need to
find them to find out. I’m going to start by researching the address on the
certificate.
25th April 2011 - Well I’ve found Macqueen House in Twywell on the electoral
register and it appears to be home to 3 people: Captain Horatio Smith, Pearl Jones
and Goldie Graham. I wonder if Capt. Smith is a relation? The certificate says my
mother’s surname was Smith—but there are lots of people called Smith.
7th May 2011 - I’ve contacted the police to try to trace my father as he was a
detective. It seems that he wasn’t a police detective though. I guess he must be
one of those private investigators—that must be so cool—snooping around in other
people’s business.
19th May 2011 - I’ve just seen an article in the newspaper about the death of
Capt. Smith. His daughter is called Sapphira—the same as my mother! They must
be the same person. What should I do now? I might become rich if he’s left lots of
money... But it says in the article he didn’t have any grand-children? What about
me? Did he not know about me? Why not?
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Extracts from Ruby Scarlett’s Diary
10th March 2011 - Only two weeks until I’m 18 and I can find out who I really am. I
do love my foster parents and they look after me really well, but I need to find
out who my real parents are, and why they abandoned me.
24th March 2011 - Yippee—18 today—party time!!!
31st March 2011 - I’ve been to the register office and found my birth in the entries
there. I’ve filled out the form to apply for my birth certificate. I’ve just got to
wait for it to arrive in the post now.
14th April 2011 - My birth certificate arrived today. My mother and father weren’t
married when I was born—I wonder if that was why they didn’t want me. I need to
find them to find out. I’m going to start by researching the address on the
certificate.
25th April 2011 - Well I’ve found Macqueen House in Twywell on the electoral
register and it appears to be home to 3 people: Captain Horatio Smith, Pearl Jones
and Goldie Graham. I wonder if Capt. Smith is a relation? The certificate says my
mother’s surname was Smith—but there are lots of people called Smith.
7th May 2011 - I’ve contacted the police to try to trace my father as he was a
detective. It seems that he wasn’t a police detective though. I guess he must be
one of those private investigators—that must be so cool—snooping around in other
people’s business.
19th May 2011 - I’ve just seen an article in the newspaper about the death of
Capt. Smith. His daughter is called Sapphira—the same as my mother! They must
be the same person. What should I do now? I might become rich if he’s left lots of
money... But it says in the article he didn’t have any grand-children? What about
me? Did he not know about me? Why not?
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Extracts from Ruby Scarlett’s Diary
10th March 2011 - Only two weeks until I’m 18 and I can find out who I really am. I
do love my foster parents and they look after me really well, but I need to find
out who my real parents are, and why they abandoned me.
24th March 2011 - Yippee—18 today—party time!!!
31st March 2011 - I’ve been to the register office and found my birth in the entries
there. I’ve filled out the form to apply for my birth certificate. I’ve just got to
wait for it to arrive in the post now.
14th April 2011 - My birth certificate arrived today. My mother and father weren’t
married when I was born—I wonder if that was why they didn’t want me. I need to
find them to find out. I’m going to start by researching the address on the
certificate.
25th April 2011 - Well I’ve found Macqueen House in Twywell on the electoral
register and it appears to be home to 3 people: Captain Horatio Smith, Pearl Jones
and Goldie Graham. I wonder if Capt. Smith is a relation? The certificate says my
mother’s surname was Smith—but there are lots of people called Smith.
7th May 2011 - I’ve contacted the police to try to trace my father as he was a
detective. It seems that he wasn’t a police detective though. I guess he must be
one of those private investigators—that must be so cool—snooping around in other
people’s business.
19th May 2011 - I’ve just seen an article in the newspaper about the death of
Capt. Smith. His daughter is called Sapphira—the same as my mother! They must
be the same person. What should I do now? I might become rich if he’s left lots of
money... But it says in the article he didn’t have any grand-children? What about
me? Did he not know about me? Why not?
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Further extracts from Ruby Scarlett’s Diary
21st May 2011 – I’ve managed to find a phone number for my mother. I’m so
excited! I wonder what she’ll be like?
22nd May 2011 – It was really odd – I guess I’m a bit disappointed... She said she
wasn’t sure whether she wanted to meet me. She said it all happened a long time
ago, and it was a shock hearing from me. She did say that she didn’t really want
to give me away as a baby, but she was too young to look after me and her father
made her give me up. Hopefully, things might go better with finding my dad.
25th May 2011 – I phoned all the detectives and private investigators in the Yellow
Pages and I found him. That makes me a good detective too! He was really nice
and wants to meet me soon. He hasn’t seen my mother since the day I was born.
29th May 2011 – I met my Dad today. He was really nice and we are similar in a lot
of ways. I told him all about the newspaper article about my Grandfather. He said
that it was Capt. Smith that made them give me up as a baby. I’m meeting up
with my Dad again in a few days.
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Further extracts from Ruby Scarlett’s Diary
21st May 2011 – I’ve managed to find a phone number for my mother. I’m so
excited! I wonder what she’ll be like?
22nd May 2011 – It was really odd – I guess I’m a bit disappointed... She said she
wasn’t sure whether she wanted to meet me. She said it all happened a long time
ago, and it was a shock hearing from me. She did say that she didn’t really want
to give me away as a baby, but she was too young to look after me and her father
made her give me up. Hopefully, things might go better with finding my dad.
25th May 2011 – I phoned all the detectives and private investigators in the Yellow
Pages and I found him. That makes me a good detective too! He was really nice
and wants to meet me soon. He hasn’t seen my mother since the day I was born.
29th May 2011 – I met my Dad today. He was really nice and we are similar in a lot
of ways. I told him all about the newspaper article about my Grandfather. He said
that it was Capt. Smith that made them give me up as a baby. I’m meeting up
with my Dad again in a few days.
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Further extracts from Ruby Scarlett’s Diary
21st May 2011 – I’ve managed to find a phone number for my mother. I’m so
excited! I wonder what she’ll be like?
22nd May 2011 – It was really odd – I guess I’m a bit disappointed... She said she
wasn’t sure whether she wanted to meet me. She said it all happened a long time
ago, and it was a shock hearing from me. She did say that she didn’t really want
to give me away as a baby, but she was too young to look after me and her father
made her give me up. Hopefully, things might go better with finding my dad.
25th May 2011 – I phoned all the detectives and private investigators in the Yellow
Pages and I found him. That makes me a good detective too! He was really nice
and wants to meet me soon. He hasn’t seen my mother since the day I was born.
29th May 2011 – I met my Dad today. He was really nice and we are similar in a lot
of ways. I told him all about the newspaper article about my Grandfather. He said
that it was Capt. Smith that made them give me up as a baby. I’m meeting up
with my Dad again in a few days.
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Detective Work
Detectives use lots of skills in their work in solving crimes.
Activity One - Fingerprinting
The patterns of ridges on our fingers are unique: no two individuals – even
identical twins – have fingerprints that are exactly alike. Even if you cut your
finger, the fingerprint will grow back in exactly the same pattern.
It is this unique pattern on the tips of our fingers which makes fingerprinting an
excellent way of identifying suspects at a crime scene.
Due to the nature of skin, we leave fingerprints on everything we touch with any
pressure. The prints we leave are visible when our fingers are dirty; or invisible
when our hands are clean, but are left by the sweat from our fingers.
At a real crime scene, a Scene of Crime Officer (SOCO) will use special powders to
look for invisible fingerprints and lifting film to lift prints from objects.
~~~~Taking fingerprints~~~~
Brownies should fill out their name, date of birth etc. on a fingerprint form.
These forms are replicas of what the police use.
Read the following instructions out to the Brownies:
1 – Everyone must give permission to have their fingerprints taken.
2 – Fingerprint one finger at a time.
3 – Roll the finger gently on the ink pad, and then press down firmly onto the
record sheet in the correct box. Repeat until all boxes are filled.
4 – Wash hands with soap and water afterwards.
There are three main types of fingerprints:
1 – The Arch
2 – The Whorl
3 – The Loop
~~~~Examining fingerprints~~~~
Give out sheets showing the different fingerprint types.
Brownies are to examine their fingerprints and decide which type their prints
are.
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Activity Two – Cracking Communication
Criminals often have ways of communicating with each other in secret ways so
that if the letters are found, the police cannot work out what is happening.
However, the police are usually one step ahead and know how to crack most of
the systems that criminals use. We are going to look at a couple of methods used
for secret communications.
Invisible ink:
Invisible ink can be made simply using lemon juice.
~~~~~Writing with Invisible Ink~~~~~
1: Put lemon juice into small bowls.
2: Brownies to use cocktail stick to write short message on recycled paper
(enclosed in pack). Very white/bleached paper does not allow lemon juice to
dry invisible. As a guide, Brownies need to dip the cocktail stick into the juice
once per letter written.
3: Leave to dry.
Invisible ink can be revealed by heating it. There are many ways this can be done:
using a candle or another flame, but this is not very safe; putting it on a radiator
or heater and waiting a while; or ironing the paper to heat it. We are going to use
an iron.
~~~~~Revealing Invisible Ink Messages~~~~~
1: Plug in iron to heat up (highest heat possible).
2: Put a few tea towels onto the tables so the tables don’t get burned
3: Talk to Brownies about ironing safely.
4. Brownies take turns to iron a message (prepared by me) each and reveal its
contents.
5: Hopefully, by now the messages written by the Brownies will have dried and
these can now be ironed. If they are not yet dry, they can come back to this.
Code Ciphers:
A simple way of creating a coded message is through a system called monoalphabetic cipher. This sounds complicated, but is actually very simple when you
know how to solve it.
Show the Brownies the coded message – can any of them work out what it
might say?
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The easy way to solve the code is by using a decoding wheel.
Give the Brownies the example wheel
The first letter in the message is the letter which represents “A”. The wheel can
then be turned to show what each letter of the alphabet represents.
Can the message be solved now?
~~~~~Decoding Wheels~~~~~
1: Give out wheel templates.
2: Brownies to cut out and assemble wheels by inserting split pin in centre.
3: Brownies to write a short message each in code.
4: Brownies to swap messages to decode.
Coded Message
Can you work out what this message says?
J

KAXFWRN

QXURMJH

RS

PANJC

Detective Work Equipment List
Fingerprint activity:
Fingerprint record forms
Ink Pads
Fingerprint type sheets
Fingerprints in more detail sheets
Invisible Ink activity:
Lemon juice
Small bowls
Plastic cocktail sticks
Recycled paper
Prepared invisible ink messages
Iron
Tea towels
Cipher / Decoding Wheel activity:
Coded message
Pens & Paper
Split Pins
Decoding wheel templates
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Becoming a Spy...
There are certain character traits that are common amongst all spies. These aren't
skills you can acquire - you must possess these characteristics if you want to be a
top notch spy.
 Confidence
Spying is not for the feeble minded. You put yourself in unknown, and
possibly dangerous, situations, with only your skills and wits to keep you out
of harm’s way. If you want to know how to become a spy, ask yourself: do I
have what it takes to be a spy?
 Intelligence
There's a good reason why they've called spying "intelligence". You need to
learn many skills and abilities, and fast! Each new operation calls for
different skills, cover and stories, and you must be able to learn and
remember them in days.
 Creativity
Spies find themselves facing all kinds of problems, each one calling for a
fitting solution. Unfortunately, most of the time you cannot fall back on
some super-duper gadget, but you must make do with whatever you have at
your disposal.
Activity One – Memory
Spies need to have a great memory. There are a number of reasons for this:
 Time is limited. A spy must be able to take off for an operation within a
matter of days, sometimes hours. In that time, all information on your cover
story must be remembered. So you must be able to learn, and learn quickly!
 Notes are deadly. Suppose you are caught, and notes on your operation are
found on your body or in your room. Not only do they know that you're a spy,
the entire operation may be blown wide open, leaving your country and
(possibly) fellow spies in the cold. And you? Well...
 No time to check notes. Imagine you're dropped in pitch darkness in enemy
territory. Secret information is somewhere on the premises, and so are
guards. Do you think you have time to check a map and other notes? ...
Nope. Same if you get caught. Be sure that they won't let you read up on
your story!
 Too secret. Sometimes the secret is so secret, that you aren't even allowed
to write it down!
So a good memory is a spy's most used weapon. In fact, even if you're not really a
spy, a good memory can help you in life.
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So, how to improve your memory?
If you regard your mind as a muscle, then it's easy to understand that training is
the key.
An average mind can hold a maximum of 7-10 items in short-term memory. A
simple way to train your ability to memorize items is to let someone put 10 items
under a cover. Then, you get a short time to study the items before they are
covered again. Now, are you able to recall all items under the cover?
~~~~~Kim’s Game~~~~~
Show the Brownies the 10 everyday items on the tray. Let them look at them
for up to a minute. Cover them up again. Can they remember all 10 items?
Practice this often and you'll see a dramatic improvement in your ability to
memorise. But this is just one simple method.
Another method is to group items together. This works especially well with
numbers. For instance, if you have a number of 10 figures 8 5 4 2 9 7 0 2 8 3,
remembering each individual figure is much more difficult than if you group two
items together: 85 42 97 02 83.
Show Brownies card with this series of numbers on for them to see.
Why is this?
Remember, it is said that the average mind can hold 7-10 items in short-term
memory? For your memory, each digit is considered an individual item. 10 digits
are 10 items, but when you group them together, it magically turns into 5 items:
85 42 97 02 83. This is much easier to remember.
~~~~~Open the Safe Game~~~~~
Put the envelopes numbered 1 to 5 in the main room on a table.
Open the “Safe Game” programme on Jenni’s computer.
Brownies take it in turn to go in to the main room open an envelope (in the
right order), memorise the number, return to sitting room and enter it on the
computer. Brownies should be encouraged if they are struggling. When all girls
have completed the task a “well done” message will appear on screen.
Another way how to improve memory is by association. With this method you
associate the things you want to remember with things you have already put into
your long-term memory. The idea is that it's easier to retrieve associated items,
than totally unrelated items.
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When you train your brain regularly, you'll remember how to improve memory!
Activity Two – Spy ID Card
Spies need to have a special ID card so that they can identify each other. Photos
must be included, but because spies can be in disguise a fingerprint is also
needed. You will either have already learned about fingerprints, or will do later.
Spy cards cannot be obvious in case a spy is captured, so you will make one that is
disguised as money – be careful not to spend it though!
~~~~~Making a Spy ID card~~~~~
FIRST: The money template needs to be cut out. Pritt stick needs to be applied
where indicated, and it needs to be left to dry.
SECOND: Brownies need to cut out template with their photo on. They need to
fold this in half and apply pritt stick to adhere the two sides together.
THIRD: Brownies can add their name and a spy “alias” name. There is a space
for a fingerprint. You will need to collect an ink pad from the other group in
the dining room.
FOURTH: Spy ID can be inserted in to note to conceal it.
Activity Three – Covert Operations
When spies are out and about on secret agent business, they need to be able to
hide quickly without being seen. If someone disappears from view right in front of
you it looks very suspicious, so timing and observation are key to hiding without
being noticed.
~~~~~‘Sardines’~~~~~
This game will help you to learn to disappear without others noticing.
One Brownie is ‘IT’. She must hide somewhere in the building, that is big
enough for herself and still has room for others to join her.
(Make sure Brownies are aware that they must not go in any of the rooms that
are adults only, and not to go into the dining room, where the spy activities
are taking place.)
The other Brownies count to 100 (with the door closed!), and then set off to
find ‘IT’. They must look individually, not in one big group.
If a Brownie finds ‘IT’ she must hide with her, without drawing any attention
to the hiding place. If necessary, by walking away and coming back again when
no one else is around.
Once all the Brownies have found ‘IT’, the game starts again, and another
Brownie becomes ‘IT’. Keep playing until everyone has been ‘IT’ (or longer if
they are enjoying themselves!)
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Remembering Codes

8542970283

85 42 97 02 83
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15896284

52687429

87624935

10358964

35769143

76401983
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Top Secret Spy Agency

Code name: ____________________

This agent is active in
undercover operations.
Agent’s identity is to be kept
secret at all times.

Real name: _____________________

Use codename in all
communications.
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Fingerprint

Becoming a Spy... Equipment List
Kim’s Game Activity:
10 everyday items (assembled in tub ready)
Tray
Tea towel
Paper and pens
Open the Safe activity:
Numbers on card to show that grouping is easier
Jenni’s Computer
Numbered envelopes with codes inside
Spy ID Card activity:
ID card templates complete with photos / Money templates
Pens
Pritt Stick
Scissors
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